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Claims

1. A method comprising

signalling first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network to

a mobile station (UE1, 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrvino both fixed allocation data packets. for which a fixed allocation is confioured. and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmissionparameters,thetransmissionparameterscomprising;

eeOing s€heme used

a modulation scheme:

radio resources used on the shared data channel, in the form of one or more

channelisation codes:

transport block size: and

HARQ-related information.;

transmitting a first data packet to the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared data channel using

the transmission parameters of the first control information. the first data packet beinq in a said fixed

a I I ocati o n ; €hara€terized+y

for at least one subsequent transmission on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

signalling control information to the mobile station (UE1 , 10) on the shared contr , the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent transmission differ from one or more

corresponding values used for transmitting the first data packet: and

indicating to the mobile station whether the transmission parameter values of the control

information sionalled for said at least one subsequent transmission should be stored bv the mobile

station.

52. A method comprising:

receiving first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network at a

mobile station (UE1, 10)for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrvinq both fixed allocation data packets. for which a fixed allocation is confiqured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation. and wherein the first control information comprises

transmissionparameters,thetransmissionparameterscomprising;

a modulation scheme:

radio resources used on the shared data channel in the form of one or more

channelisation codes:

transport block size: and

HARQ-related information;,



receiving a first data packet on the shared data channel using the transmission parameters of

the first control information. the first data packet beinq in a said fixed allocation; €h€ra€tenzed+y

for at least one subsequent reception on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

receiving control information at the mobile station (UEl, 10) on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent reception differ from one or more

corresponding values used for receiving the first data packeqeld

receivinq an indication from the radio access network whether the transmission parameter

values of the control information received for said at least one subsequent receotion should be stored

by the mobile station.

913. A network element (Node B, 10) configured to:

signal first control information on a shared control channel from the network

element (Node B, 10) to a mobile station (UE1, 10) for use in processing data packets

transmitted on an associated shared data channel carrying both fixed allocation data packets.

for which a fixed allocation is confiqured. and normal data packets without fixed allocation, and

wherein the first control information comprises transmission parameters, the transmission

parameters com prising;

ehannel-and

a modulation scheme:

radio resources used on the shared data channel. in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size: and

HARQ-related information.

transmit a first data packet to the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared data channel using

the transmission parameters of the first control information. the first data packet beinq in a said fixed

allocation;

for at least one subsequent transmission on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

signal control information to the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent transmission differ from one or more

corresponding values used for transmitting the first data packet: and

indicate to the mobile station whether the transmission parameter values of the control

information siqnalled for said at least one subsequent transmission should be stored bv the mobile

station.

€18. A mobile station (UE1, 10) configured to:



receive first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access

network at the mobile station (UE1, 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an

associated shared data channel carrvino both fixed allocation data packets. for which a fixed

allocation is confiqured. and normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first

control information comprises transmission parameters, the transmission parameters

comprising;

a modulation scheme:

radio resources used on the shared data channel. in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size: and

HARQ-related information.

receive a first data packet on the shared data channel using the transmission parameters of

the first control information. the first data packet beinq in a said fixed allocation; €h€ra€terized+ybein€t

een+igu+ed+o

for at least one subsequent reception on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation, receive

control information at the mobile station (UE1 , 10) on the shared control channel. the control information

comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more transmission

parameter values for said at least one subsequent reception differ from one or more corresponding

values used for receiving the first data packet: and

receive an indication from the radio access network whether the transmission parameter values

of the control information received for said at least one subsequent reception should be stored by the

mobile station.

+4. A method comprising:

signalling first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network to a

mobile station (UE1, 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrvino both fixed allocation data . for which a fixed allocation is confioured, and

normal data oackets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmissionparameters,thetransmissionparameterscomprising:

a modulation scheme:

radio resources used on the shared data channel, in the form of one or more channelisation

codes;

transport block size: and

HARQ-related information.

transmitting a first data packet to the mobile station (UE1 , 10) on the shared data channel using

the transmission parameters of the first control information. the first data packet beinq in a said fixed
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for at least one subsequent transmission on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

signalling control information to the mobile station (UEl , 10) on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent transmission differ from one or more

corresponding values used for transmitting the first data packet';

isins

signalling second control information, the second control information for defining a periodicity

of transmissions of data packets in the fixed allocation, from the radio access network to the mobile

station (UE1 , 10) on the shared data channel, the second control information beinq siqnalled at a radio

resource control laver; and

sionallinq. at the radio resource control laver. a HARQ process lD used for the fixed allocation.

528. A method comprising:

receiving first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network at a

mobile station (UE1, 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carryinq both fixed allocation data packets. for which a fixed allocation is confioured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmissionparameters,thetransmissionparameterscomprising:

a modulation scheme:

radio resources used on the shared data channel in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size: and

HARQ-related inform ation.

receiving a first data packet on the shared data channel using the transmission parameters of

the first control information. the first data packet being in a said fixed allocation; eharae{e+ized+y

for at least one subsequent reception on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

receiving control information at the mobile station (UEl, 10) on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent reception differ from one or more

corresponding values used for receiving the first data packet';

eins
receiving second control information, the second control information for defining a periodicity of

transmissions of data packets in the fixed allocation, from the radio access network to the mobile station

(UE1 , 10) on the shared data channel, the second control information beinq siqnalled at a radio resource

control laver: and

receiving, at the radio resource control layer. a HARQ process lD used for the fixed allocation.



ge. A network element (Node B, 10) configured to:

signal first control information on a shared control channel from the network element (Node B,

10) to a mobile station (UE1 , 10) for use in processing data packets transm itted on an associated shared

data channel carrvinq both fixed allocation data packets, for which a fixed allocation is confiqured. and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmissionparameterS,thetransmissionparameterscomprising;

a modulation scheme:

radio resources used on the shared data channel. in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transoort block size; and

HARQ-related information,

transmit a first data packet to the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared data channel using

the transmission parameters of the first control information, the first data packet beinq in a said fixed

allocation;

eharaeterized by being eenfigured te:

for at least one subsequent transmission on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

signal control information to the mobile station (UEl, 10) on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent transmission differ from one or more

corresponding values used for transmitting the first data packet.;

10, The netwerk element (Nede B' 10) ef Claim 9' further eenfigured te:

signal second control information, the second control information for defining a periodicity of

transmissions of data packets in the fixed allocation. from the network element (Node B, 10) to the

mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared data channel, the second control information beinq sisnalled at

a radio resource control laver: and

siqnal. at the radio resource control laver, a HARQ orocess lD used for the fixed allocation.

€35. A mobile station (UE1, 10) configured to:

receive first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network at the

mobile station (UE1 , 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrvinq both fixed allocation data packets. for which a fixed allocation is confiqured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmissionparameters,thetransmissionparameterscomprising;

a modulation scheme;

radio resources used on the shared data channel. in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size: and



HARQ-related information.

receive a first data packet on the shared data channel using the transmission parameters of

the first control information. the first data packet beins in a said fixed allocation; @
eennsu{€d+o-for at least one subsequent reception on the shared data channel in the fixed

allocation, receive control information at the mobile station (UEl , 10) on the shared control channel, the

control information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent reception differ from one or more

corresponding values used for receiving the first data packet';

14, The mebile statien (UEl ; 10) ef Claim 1 3; further eenfigured te:

receive second control information, the second control information for defining a periodicity of

transmissions of data packets in the fixed allocation, from the radio access network to the mobile station

(UE1 , 10) on the shared data channel, the second control information beinq sionalled at a radio resource

control laver: and

receive. at the radio resource control laver. a HARQ process lD used for the fixed allocation.
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Claims

1. A method comprising:

signalling first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network to

a mobile station (UEl , 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrying both fixed allocation data packets, for which a fixed allocation is configured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmission parameters, the transmission parameters comprising:

a modulation scheme;

radio resources used on the shared data channel, in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size; and

HARQ-related information,

transmitting a first data packet to the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared data channel using

the transmission parameters of the first control information, the first data packet being in a said fixed

allocation;

for at least one subsequent transmission on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

signalling control information to the mobile station (UE1, 10)on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent transmission differ from one or more

corresponding values used for transmitting the first data packet; and

indicating to the mobile station whether the transmission parameter values of the control

information signalled for said at least one subsequent transmission should be stored by the mobile

station.

7. A method comprising:

receiving first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network at a

mobile station (UE1, 10)for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrying both fixed allocation data packets, for which a fixed allocation is configured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmission parameters, the transmission parameters comprising:

a modulation scheme;

radio resources used on the shared data channel in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size; and

HARQ-related information,

receiving a first data packet on the shared data channel using the transmission parameters of

the first control information, the first data packet being in a said fixed allocation;



for at least one subsequent reception on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

receiving control information at the mobile station (U E 1 , 10) on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent reception differ from one or more

corresponding values used for receiving the first data packet; and

receiving an indication from the radio access network whether the transmission parameter

values of the control information received for said at least one subsequent reception should be stored

by the mobile station.

13. A network element (Node B, 10) configured to:

signal first control information on a shared control channel from the network element (Node B,

1 0) to a mobile station (U E 1 , 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared

data channel carrying both fixed allocation data packets, for which a fixed allocation is configured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmission parameters, the transmission parameters comprising:

a modulation scheme;

radio resources used on the shared data channel, in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size; and

HARQ-related information,

transmit a first data packet to the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared data channel using

the transmission parameters of the first control information, the first data packet being in a said fixed

allocation;

for at least one subsequent transmission on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

signal control information to the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent transmission differ from one or more

corresponding values used for transmitting the first data packet; and

indicate to the mobile station whether the transmission parameter values of the control

information signalled for said at least one subsequent transmission should be stored by the mobile

station.

'18. A mobile station (UE1, 10) configured to:

receive first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network at the

mobile station (UE1, 10)for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrying both fixed allocation data packets, for which a fixed allocation is configured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmission parameters, the transmission parameters comprising:



a modulation scheme;

radio resources used on the shared data channel, in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size; and

HARQ-related information,

receive a first data packet on the shared data channel using the transmission parameters of

the first control information, the first data packet being in a said fixed allocation;

for at least one subsequent reception on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation, receive

control information at the mobile station (U E1 , 10) on the shared control channel, the control information

comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more transmission

parameter values for said at least one subsequent reception differ from one or more corresponding

values used for receiving the first data packet; and

receive an indication from the radio access network whether the transmission parameter values

of the control information received for said at least one subsequent reception should be stored by the

mobile station.

24. A method comprising:

signalling first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network to a

mobile station (UE1, 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrying both fixed allocation data packets, for which a fixed allocation is configured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmission parameters, the transmission parameters comprising:

a modulation scheme;

radio resources used on the shared data channel, in the form of one or more channelisation

codes;

transport block size; and

HARQ-related information,

transmitting a first data packet to the mobile station (UE1 , 10) on the shared data channel using

the transmission parameters of the first control information, the first data packet being in a said fixed

allocation;

for at least one subsequent transmission on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

signalling control information to the mobile station (UE1 , 10) on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent transmission differ from one or more

corresponding values used for transmitting the first data packet;

signalling second control information, the second control information for defining a periodicity

of transmissions of data packets in the fixed allocation, from the radio access network to the mobile

station(UE1,1O)ontheshareddatachannel,thesecondcontrol informationbeingsignalledataradio

resource control layer; and

signalling, at the radio resource control layer, a HARQ process lD used for the fixed allocation.



28. A method comprising:

receiving first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network at a

mobile station (UE1, 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrying both fixed allocation data packets, for which a fixed allocation is configured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmission parameters, the transmission parameters comprising:

a modulation scheme;

radio resources used on the shared data channel in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size; and

HARQ-related information,

receiving a first data packet on the shared data channel using the transmission parameters of

the first control information, the first data packet being in a said fixed allocation;

for at least one subsequent reception on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

receiving control information atthe mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared controlchannel, the control

information comprising one or more ditferent transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent reception differ from one or more

corresponding values used for receiving the first data packet;

receiving second control information, the second control information for defining a periodicity of

transmissions of data packets in the fixed allocation, from the radio access network to the mobile station

(UE1, 10) on the shared data channel, the second control information being signalled at a radio resource

control layer; and

receiving, at the radio resource control layer, a HARQ process lD used for the fixed allocation.

32. A network element (Node B, 10) configured to:

signal first control information on a shared control channel from the network element (Node B,

10) to a mobile station (UE1 , 10) for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared

data channelcarrying both fixed allocation data packets, forwhich a fixed allocation is configured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmission parameters, the transmission parameters comprising:

a modulation scheme;

radio resources used on the shared data channel, in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size; and

HARQ-related information,

transmit a first data packet to the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared data channel using

the transmission parameters of the first control information, the first data packet being in a said fixed

allocation;



for at least one subsequent transmission on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation,

signal control information to the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared control channel, the control

information comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more

transmission parameter values for said at least one subsequent transmission differ from one or more

corresponding values used for transmitting the first data packet;

signal second control information, the second control information for defining a periodicity of

transmissions of data packets in the fixed allocation, from the network element (Node B, 10) to the

mobile station (UE1, 10)on the shared data channel, the second control information being signalled at

a radio resource control layer, and

signal, at the radio resource control layer, a HARQ process lD used for the fixed allocation.

35. A mobile station (UE1, 10)configured to:

receive first control information on a shared control channel from a radio access network at the

mobile station (UEl, 10)for use in processing data packets transmitted on an associated shared data

channel carrying both fixed allocation data packets, for which a fixed allocation is configured, and

normal data packets without fixed allocation, and wherein the first control information comprises

transmission parameters, the transmission parameters comprising:

a modulation scheme;

radio resources used on the shared data channel, in the form of one or more

channelisation codes;

transport block size; and

HARQ-related information,

receive a first data packet on the shared data channel using the transmission parameters of

the first control information, the first data packet being in a said fixed allocation;

for at least one subsequent reception on the shared data channel in the fixed allocation, receive

control information at the mobile station (UE1, 10) on the shared control channel, the control information

comprising one or more different transmission parameter values, only if one or more transmission

parameter values for said at least one subsequent reception differ from one or more corresponding

values used for receiving the first data packet;

receive second control information, the second control information for defining a periodicity of

transmissions of data packets in the fixed allocation, from the radio access network to the mobile station

(U E1 , 10) on the shared data channel, the second control information being sig nalled at a radio resource

control layer; and

receive, at the radio resource control layer, a HARQ process lD used for the fixed allocation.
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